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Craftsy cloudborn yarn

When I heard about Craftsy's new yarn line, Cloudborn, I was curious. I mean, they already sell some of my favorite yarns. So, they should know a lot about what goes into a good yarn. But knowing and doing are two different things. How would their yarn stack up? My sample package arrived and I love how the colors
go together! First, sock yarn. My sample of Cloudborn Superwash Merino Sock Twist is a hand color called Something Serious. 100 grams of it (a hank) would be a lot to create a pair of socks. It is 80% Superwash Merino and 20% polyamide. After a little googling, I'm 90% sure that Polyamide is what most people would
call Nylon. It has several plies and seems well spun. Cloudborn Baby Alpaca Bulky is the softest of the soft. Don't expect it to be tough – 100% baby alpaca won't be, but it's high, the color is even and even has a little sheen. It would be darling as a Wee Speedy (free pattern!) Last but not least in my sample package is
Cloudborn Merino Alpaca Sport. 80% Superwash Merino and 20% Baby Alpaca. It's not a super wash yarn, even though the wool is super wash. The color I have has a heathery look - this is probably due to the alpaca and merino bring up dye slightly differently. The alpaca will probably bloom with wear, so a complex
stitch pattern may not show up well. But, these little RONA Wrist Cuffs (free designs)? Divine. This post contains affiliate links. Craftsy, the awesome online site that offers courses in almost everything you've ever wanted (like crochet, knitting, drawing, painting, sewing, quilting, cooking, photography, and more!) has just
started offering an exclusive line of yarn, for all of us yarnies (some people might call us yarn addicts) out there. The yarn is called Cloudborn, and it comes in weights from gartertor to bulky roving yarn. And colors – just take a look at a picture of just a few of the colors: Craftsy reached out to some of its instructors (my
class at Craftsy is Mastering Foundation Crochet Stitches, and if you click on the title, you'll get a 50% discount coupon to buy the class, if you haven't done it yet) to review the yarn, and I eagerly accepted. I asked Craftsy if they could send me a tangle of worsted weight, that swatch with. They did better than that – they
sent me three hankss – one, a Wool Bulky Twist in Charcoal Heather – 228 yds in a tangle, two – a Superwash Merino Worsted Twist in Oatmeal Heather – 221 yds in a tangle, and three – a Highland Worsted in the color Storm Front – 220 yds in a tangle. Here is a picture of the 3 skeins: Lots of yardage in each hearth,
as you can see. And the yarn was as soft - not scratchy as wool often is. So now I had a problem. While I waited for the yarn to arrive, I thought I'd just swatch with the yarn - make different stitch patterns, make small squares rectangles - - see how the yarn looked and felt and up hunted. But when I actually got the yarn,
got to touch it, got to watch it, I decided to do something else. I had about 660 meters of super soft yarn, in 3 colors that looked great together. I didn't just want to swatch with it, I wanted to hook something that I could use. Something I could wear. A sweater, maybe, or maybe a shawl. I had to pick a stitch pattern that
would show off the yarn, and would be easy to modify if I got on yarn before I finished the sweater. So - I chose one of my favorite stitch patterns - a Granny Rectangle. And I started. (You can find the pattern of a Granny Rectangle in my above mentioned class.) First I had to wrap the yarn. I usually do it by hand - and
this was super easy. No trouble at all. Then I had to decide what size hook I would use. I wanted the stitches to be light and lacy, but not for lacy. I had 2 different weights of yarn – bulky and worsted – so I had to be careful that the hook I picked worked with both weights. Fortunately, the bulky yarn is not so much
different from the worst. So I was thinking either a J-10 (6mm), a K-10.5 (6.5mm) or an L-11 (8mm). I went for the middle size, tried it, and I liked how it felt and worked up. I also tried L hook - the stitches were too loose. And j hook - the hook is caught on the yarn. So the K-10.5 it was. These were Susan Bates in-line
hooks, in case you were wondering. Second, I had to figure out how long and how wide I wanted my 2 front panels. And how many rectangles over I would have. I decided 2 rectangles across each side of the front, and 2 rectangles down. I know how loose I like my sweaters (my friends call them Marty Cardis, because I
do so many of them) so I split the width of a front panel into two, to get the width of each of the two Granny Rectangles on one side of the front. I know how long I like my sweaters – so I split that measurement into two, to get the length of each of the two Granny Rectangles found in the column. Then I came up with the
size of the center starting line on my Granny Rectangles. (How to figure it out – length of finished rectangle minus width of finished rectangle is how long your starting center row should be. More information is in my Craftsy class - link is above.) Then, after all these preparations, I got started. I finished a front, and took a
picture. It's going to be a join-as-you-go sweater, and I'm a quarter done. However, when I took the picture of the finished front, I noticed that I walked part of one of the rectangles in the wrong place. (That's what happens when you watch a suspenseful NetFlix series while you work!) So I had to fix it before I moved on.
Here is a picture of my shirt with the mistake in In case you are wondering - the two rectangles on the bottom, the bottom corner go go joins the two rectangles is the one that is not joined in the correct place. Here's a picture of the corrected jointing: Can you see how much better it looks? It is important to check every
thing you do, as you do it! In addition, the image shows the columns on their page. Imagine them rotated 90 degrees, and you get an idea of what a side of the front will look like. And look at the colors – the dark gray is Charcoal Heather Bulky Twist, the lighter grey is the Highland Worsted Storm Front, and the brightest
color is the Superwash Merino Worsted Oatmeal Heather. I think the colors look great together! And although there are two different weights of yarn (bulky and worsted) the rectangles still fit together nicely. Now here's some really good news! This yarn is on sale from now until Wednesday, April 20, 2016. And you can
buy skeins or kits with patterns included. And here's the link: Cloudborn Yarn But wait - there's more! There is free shipping for $99.00 or more, for orders to the United States. Here's what Craftsy says about their Cloudborn yarn: For fiber addicts, Cloudborn fibers are the brand of affordable pleasure that is so amazing,



you want to use for all your projects. Other yarns can not be compared to luxe hand and exceptional, innovative color cloudborn, especially at such great value. And they are absolutely right! In the meantime, keep checking back here – I'll post a picture as soon as I'm done with my Marty Cardi! Last month, generous folks
at Craftsy asked if I should stick up and review a premium yarn line they have just launched on their website. Since I have to be certifiably crazy to turn down an offer like that (and since I always have to keep my hands busy), I jumped at the opportunity to snatch up some wonderful fiber and work on a fun fall project. And
by autumn, I mean winter, because procrastination. That yarn is Cloudborn Fibers, a Craftsy-exclusive yarn line that sounded to-die-for based on its images and description. My only dilemma? With so many options available, I had one of a time narrowing down which yarn I wanted to play with (the fight is real, first world
problems, yada yada yada – life is hard). The yarn I chose is the Cloudborn Merino Superwash Sock Twist in the Stormy Skies colorway – and it's beautiful not only to watch, but to stick with, as well. I've chosen Pebble Beach Shawl for its debut on my blog, partly because I thought it would be perfect for this project and
partly because I didn't think I could work on another pair of socks without losing what's left of my sanity (there's not much, so I stick with the leftovers). That said, this yarn would work up to beautifully comfortable socks if you chose that route. I knit the shawl on my Knitter's Pride Marblz and they do a great job - the yarn a
bit slippery thanks to merino, so the Borrow just enough grab so my stitches don't escape. Believe me, I have given away enough projects blocked with the salt of my tears due to too slippery needles; I don't need it during my busiest crafting season. Suffice it to say, I'm blown away by this new yarn line and think it's a
fantastic foray into a new brand of Craftsy. Be sure to check it out or add it to your wish list this Holiday season :) Recently Craftsy has started producing its own brand of yarn that has a large selection. They sent me a cute little bag with samples of each yarn in the Cloudborn yarn range. There is a great variety of yarns
in this new range, in fact so many that it was initially overwhelming. However, I've narrowed it down to some favorites to get started with :-) Prices are very reasonable so there is not a huge cost investment in trying them out. I don't know yet what to stick with the Superwash Merino Bulky but it feels amazing, soft and fat.
The double stranded twist in the yarn gives it a very distinctive look and texture. I think this will be a good for big chunky oversized hats or even a heavy winter jacket/cardigan? It would be a lovely one to knit my free pattern, Iced with. I knit the swatch using 8 mm (US size 11) needles and got a meter of 10.5 sts and 17
rows per 4. Coming down the thickness ladder the next i tested is Highland Worsted. Again this yarn has got a high twist but it's not a super soft as chunky yarn (but it's not scratchy either, but durable feel). I think this will be a good yarn for sweaters and larger projects. It's got a nice bounce and stitch definition that'll
show the cables of really nice. The swatch was knit with 4 mm (US size 6) needles and I got a meter of 20 pcs and 32 rows per 4 . Here we have Merino Alpaca Sport. I want this for a cowl or maybe a big oversized scarf or shawl. It feels good next to the skin but I'm always wary of using alpaca in clothes, it often loves to
grow so use it in a project where growth is a good thing rather than a problem (or stick it on a tight gauge to reduce the issue). The swatch was knitted with 4 mm (US size 6) needles and I got a meter of 21 pcs and 32 rows per 4. Highland's sister is Highland Superwash Twist Sock. This yarn has got a very visible high
twist, which should be really good for durability. Sock yarn is very versatile, it can of course be used for knitting socks but often it is go-to yarn for shawls both solid and striped. If you combined one of their solids with a hand painted yarn it would be a great combination for the Penrose Tile. The swatch was knitted with 3.5
mm (US size 4) needles and I got a meter of 24 pcs 36 rows per 4 . In the coming months I have a few more kits coming out with Cloudborn Yarn, the range is great that it may keep me busy for a while! Which yarn do you think you should try first? The links provided in this post are affiliate links for Cloudborn Yarns.
Garner.
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